Cylinder head temperature sensor ford f150

Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? The P code
is set if the engine reaches critical temperature. The PCM will alternate which four injectors are
disabled every 32 engine cycles. The four cylinders that are not being fuel injected act as air
pumps to aid in cooling the engine. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help?
Get the P Ford F code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the
Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if
the information above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P
Ford F code? Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance
Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Most cylinder head bolts are torque to yield. It is the
purchaser's responsibility to know what they have. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share
on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information ejcperformance Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Denver, Colorado, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by ejcperformance. EJC
Performance ejcperformance About Us: We are dedicated to providing the highest quality used
parts at competitive prices. EJC Performance's staff provides excellent customer service, on
time delivery and treats all customers with honesty, respect and professionalism. Contact us
through eBay messaging. Items for Sale: Parts are sold "as-is". All parts are used unless stated
otherwise, inspected and only sold if in good working condition. If you are not happy with the
part, please contact us through e-Bay for a replacement or a refund. These parts are used and
will show signs of minor wear but are not sold if it affects functionality. Not included with the
sale of parts unless otherwise stated: bearings, piston rings, seals, gaskets, o-rings,
thermostats, drain plugs. When a best offer is accepted payment needs to be made in 5
business days or item will be relisted. If you purchase an item by mistake please contact us to
cancel the sale within 7 days. We aim for satisfaction in every transaction. Before leaving
feedback please contact us if there is a problem and we'll make it right. We are off Saturday and
Sundays but will do our best to reply to letters within one business day. All items are packaged
and shipped next business day after purchase or same day if bought before 8am. Sometimes we
use boxes that were for other products, so be aware that your item might arrive in a box you
were not expecting. If an item is freighted to a residential address, additional shipping charges
are assessed. Free shipping applies to continental US. US territories, Hawaii, and Alaska will
usually qualify for the free shipping except with items over 6lbs and over 12 inches in length,
contact us for pricing. Any item shipped to a US address and then forwarded out of the

continental US is not our responsibility, and we will not supply a return label. Any forwarded
packages to another carrier, which is not one of our carriers, will not be warranted for damage.
All shipping times are estimates and are subject to delays flooding, weather, and etcetera.
Warranty does not include loss of time, labor, improper installation, overheating, abuse,
neglect, tow charges, fluids, gaskets, bolts, rentals, diagnosis and other incurred charges. Items
that have tamper evident stickers they must be present and intact for warranty or refund. We
also will not warranty parts that have received attempted repairs without contacting us first. If a
part fails in the guarantee period, the part will be exchanged or refunded at our option. Upon
purchaser error the restock fee will apply and will void the e-bay buy back guarantee. You need
to have a return authorization by contacting us before you return the item. No return on
electrical items. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Our phone number will be included inside the package for any
concerns or questions. We work hard to make sure only quality used parts leave our
warehouse. Milage is not known on engine parts. All items are sold with no core charge. Please
verify the item in the picture is the type and what you need. The item for sale is the item listed in
the title. If you need a casting number that is not photographed, feel free to contact us for the
number. Purchasing terms: Shipping Notes: Please only serious buyers and bidders. We accept
payment through PayPal or over the phone. Any refunds will be sent to the account the original
purchase was made on. Great care will go into packaging your item. Tracking numbers are
generated and sent to you when the item ships. Need your part in a hurry? Contact us for
expedited shipping. Please remember that with holidays, things will not ship that day. All items
that will be freighted, are only to business addresses. Expedited shipping is available, call for
pricing. Most items shipped USPS are through priority mail. International Shipping: Warranty:
We ship internationally please contact us for pricing. First Class international is not an option.
No freight items sent internationally. International Taxes and duties are the responsibility of the
purchaser. We offer a 30 day guarantee on all parts unless stated otherwise. No warranty for
commercial use, racing, marine or other heavy use. Some items will have tooling marks and
must be present for refund or warranty. Returns: We take all issues with parts seriously and
respectfully. All returns are accepted up to 14 days after date of delivery for cash refund.
Original shipping charges and return shipping charges are not refunded. All returns need to
arrive in same condition sent or no refund will be issued. Notes on Cylinder Heads We do a
cylinder leak down test on all engines before disassembly and straight edge after removal. It is
recommended to do a resurface and valve stem seals. It is at your own risk to install a used
head without proper surface preparation following manufacturer's recommendation. Notes on
Crankshafts All crankshafts are sold with a recommendation for a polish. No crankshafts are
sold that need to be ground. If you need journal measurements please contact us and we will
get them for you. Notes on Cylinder Blocks All blocks are sold bare. No crankshafts or pistons
are included. Not all main cap bolts are included due to most need to be changed upon rebuild.
The blocks only require a cylinder hone and are not sold if they require a bore. Some cylinders
will have light surface rust that forms during shipping but is rare. Notes on Radios, Clusters,
and other Electronics All radios will not come with security codes. The code will need to be
attained by the purchaser. Some devises require dealer reprogramming to accurately work, this
is also the responsibility of the purchaser. Do not purchase if you do not agree to the terms.
Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. I have pulled the code, P and
got the replacement part but need to figure out where it is located. Do you. Remove the RH
fender splash shield. Disconnect the CHT sensor electrical connector. Remove and discard the
CHT sensor. Torque : 97 lb. In 11 Nm Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Can you post a
link to the fender splash guard removal? I have searched the site and cannot find it. Thanks
Was this answer. Here you go. Good luck with the repair. Images Click to enlarge. Do the clips
in the first diagram unscrew or do they pop out? Also are they reusable or do I need
replacements? All the plastic clips pop out. Problem solved. The part was easy to swap out.
Took about 30 minutes from start to finish. I think I wasted more time looking for my ratchet.

Thanks for the help. Cylinder head temperature sensor and putting the engine as overheating.
Coolant tank is full no leaks. Changed the oil last week. Drove about 3 miles engine light came
on and radiator light. The truck then cut back on power. Is the sensor under intake manifold? It
s on the back side of the passenger side head. The best way to get at it is through the
passenger side fender well and removing the fender liner for easier access and fewer curse
words, lol. Also inspect the connector and the wiring for rodent damage! I ve done lots of them
for chewed up wiring. Image Click to enlarge. Thanks I will take a look. That is a possibility if it
induces noise into the electrical system. Check engine light is on telling me to replace the
engine coolant sensor Was this answer. I have included a set of engine sensors in the diagrams
down below for you vehicle. If you have any other vehicle related questions, please, feel free to
ask. It's what we do and why we are here. Where is my coolant sensor located? Good evening,
The sensor is located at the back of the motor. I attached a picture for you to view. Roy Image
Click to enlarge. Thanks Roy and I misspoke, I was meaning the cylinder head temperature
sensor. Is it on the back like the 's? Picture attached. Thanks, recommendation on a socket.
Having a tough time getting the deep sockets I have over the fitting. Never mind, and thanks for
all your help with the diagram, found it impact socket that would work. You are welcome.
Always glad to help. Roy Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related
Coolant Temperature Sensor Content. Engine Temperature Sensor? Sensor For The Gauge. The
engine coolant sensor is a high failure item which is replaced regularly at any repair garage.
This sensor is responsible for causing a computer malfunction which can Asked by j. There
Isn't Any Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Play Now. Start by checking the
"Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors.
Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's
pins. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the
country, and even within the same city. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. The electrical r
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esistance of a thermistor decreases as temperature increases, and the resistance increases as
the temperature decreases. The varying resistance affects the voltage drop across the sensor
terminals and provides electrical signals to the Powertrain Control Module PCM corresponding
to temperature. The CHT sensor is installed in the aluminum cylinder head and measures the
metal temperature. The CHT sensor can provide complete engine temperature information and
can be used to infer coolant temperature. A cooling system concern such as low coolant or
coolant loss could cause an overheating condition. As a result, damage to major engine
components could occur. Using both the CHT sensor and fail-safe cooling strategy, the PCM
prevents damage by allowing air cooling of the engine and limp home capability. Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code diagnosed by a professional:
Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 3.

